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During the last 5 min of the session, all Ss attempted to gain psi impressions of a target picture viewed by an agent in another room. Significant psi-hitting occurred in the hypnagogicganzfeld condition, while the control group showed chance performance. The psi scores of the hypnagogic-ganzfeld group were significantly superior to those of the control group.Â
Cultural factors appear to influence the features and incidence of cases suggestive of reincarnation in both cases reported and certain features of them. Although blood relationships,
birthmarks, and "announcing" dreams characterize reports of reincarnation elsewhere in the world, they occur more frequently among the Tlingit Indians. Phantasms of the Living
book. Read reviews from worldâ€™s largest community for readers.Â In most romances, a romp in the hay comes after many chapters of meeting cute, silent pining, and steamy
banter. Not so for books that Read more 25 likes Â· 3 comments. Trivia About Phantasms of the No trivia or quizzes yet. Add some now Â». This book contains the first of two
volumes of â€œPhantasms of the Livingâ€, an 1886 work on the subject of spiritualism by leading members of the Society for Psychical Research Edmund Gurney (1847 â€“ 1888),
Frederic W. H. Myers (1843 â€“ 1901), and Frank Podmore (1856 â€“ 1910). Within it, the authors have documented more than 700 cases of ghost sightings which they believe are in
fact evidence of psychic ability. This volume contains an introduction by Myers as well as an outline of their analytical methods, while the rest is dedicated to telepathy, hallucinations,
dreams, etc. â€œPhantasms of the Liv... The Nineteen Twenties through the Nineteen Sixties Back at the Society for Psychical Research, spontaneous experiences of apparent
contact with the dead have never ceased to be a matter of interest, and accounts of them have continued to appear in its publications. In 1923, dozens of such stories, along with
stories of telepathy not related to death, were published in the SPR's Proceedings. In 1962 they were reprinted and, for the first time, issued as a book under the lengthy title,
Phantasms of the Living: Cases of Telepathy Printed in the Journal of the Society for Psychical Research during... For Phantasms of the Living, over 5700 people were asked the
question, "Since January 1, 1874, [10-12 years before the question was posed] have you--when in good health, free from anxiety, and completely awake--had a vivid impression of
seeing or being touched by a human being or of hearing a voice or sound which suggested a. human presence, when no one was there?" A slightly smaller number were asked if
they'd dreamt of the death of some person known to them. If the answer was yes, respondents were invited to tell their stories. SPR volunteers went to great lengths to verify their
informants'

